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Abstract—Demand Side Management (DSM) has attracted a huge interest recently in increasing the operational flexibility of modern power systems. This interest is fueled by the integration of a high amount of intermittent renewable energy resources (RES) in the networks. This study has been performed to analyze and identify the potential of DSM in providing the operational flexibility of power networks in 8 South-East European countries. For that purpose, a survey questionnaire was developed on DSM, which was distributed in late 2017 and responses were collected in January 2018. The questionnaire collected information on existing DSM capacities, the required DSM amount for flexible operation and the future DSM potential in the region. Additional key information was collected about the DSM provision, such as the characteristics, location and network services obtained from these resources, as well as the influential market participants to provide these DSM services in the network. This study will facilitate the cross-border management of RES by increasing the operational flexibility of the transmission network in South-East Europe.

Index Terms—Demand side management, flexibility, questionnaire, renewable energy, survey.

I. INTRODUCTION

The integration of a large amount of intermittent renewable energy resources (RES) adversely affects the flexibility of the operation of a power system [1]. Traditional power systems have been operated in such a way that the conventional power plants (such as base load, intermediate and peaking) are scheduled to follow system loading patterns (i.e. daily, weekly and seasonal). In such systems, the control and provision of flexibility is usually delivered by the supply side control. The integration of a large amount of intermittent RES in the network is prohibitive to providing total control and a provision of flexibility from the supply side due to the weather dependence of RES resources. For this reason, power systems with a high share of RES are looking for options to obtain the control and provision of flexibility from the demand side [2].

In this aspect, demand side management (DSM) has attracted a huge interest recently in increasing the operational flexibility of modern power systems. DSM is the “actions by consumers to change the amount of electricity they take off the grid at particular times in response to a signal” [3]. DSM offers potential benefits to the entire electricity system, including generation, transmission, distribution and consumers [4]. Several previous studies reported the impact of DSM on transmission and distribution networks [5-8]. The impact of DSM on distribution system operation has been studied in [5] by applying load shifting of a large commercial customer. Another study reported the DSM application by managing domestic heat pumps and thermal energy storage systems [6]. Regarding the transmission level, investment deferral and savings in the high voltage network have been discussed in [7]. The application of DSM in transmission network to alleviate unacceptable voltage conditions and improve network performance under contingencies has been discussed in [8].

Furthermore, several previous studies reported the improvement of network performance, particularly system stability and reliability, by using DSM [9-14]. The improvement of power system short-term voltage stability (i.e. faster voltage recovery) by obtaining DSM from dynamic (motor) loads has been discussed in [9]. Also, the enhancement of voltage stability margin by controlling fast-acting flexible loads has been discussed in [10]. On the other hand, the improvement of system frequency stability by using distributed control of household fridge/freezers has been discussed in [11]. The application of decentralized active demand response at distribution level has been discussed in [12] to improve the system frequency profile. Besides, the control of dynamic of to make a delay in frequency-drop has been presented in [13]. Additionally, the improvement of composite (generation and transmission system) reliability by using DSM has been discussed in [14].

Some previous studies highlighted the potential of DSM in some specific countries [15-18]. For example, the whole DSM potential for Swedish industries has been estimated to be in the range of 0.5-2 GW, which is 3 to 12% of the total generation capacity of Sweden [15]. In case of UK, is has been estimated that the industrial and commercial customers can provide 4 to 30% of their peak load as DSM services [16]. Likewise, the DSM potential from industrial loads across the regions of the Western Interconnect (USA) by 2020 has been estimated to be 1272 to 2540 MW, which is 10.1 to 10.4% of the total load of the regions of the Western Interconnect [17].
In the Irish smart metering trial, it has been estimated that as much as 13.9% of peak residential load can be reduced in Ireland [18].

The current study has been undertaken to estimate the provision of the potential flexibility which can be obtained from DSM to facilitate a secure, reliable and economic operation of the South-East European interconnected transmission network. This survey is conducted as a part of the EU H2020 project CROSSBOW (CROSS-BOrder management of variable renewable energies and storage units enabling a transnational Wholesale market) [19].

The CROSSBOW project is a platform for enabling the aggregated use of RES, DSM and electrical energy storage in 8 South-East European countries. The project is expected to develop a framework and algorithms that will provide a clear guidance and methodology to deploy advanced DSM in order to facilitate an increased cross border power transfer at the national and transnational level, while ensuring at all times network voltage, angular and frequency stability. Moreover, it is expected to enhance the security and economy of the transnational wholesale and ancillary markets. Thus the DSM is expected to participate in the primary, secondary, and tertiary frequency control and intraday energy markets. Furthermore, it will contribute to transmission deferral and distribution deferral services. To address these issues, CROSSBOW will investigate the effect of DSM on overall network steady state and dynamic operation and cross border power exchange.

One of the initial tasks of the CROSSBOW project was to investigate and identify the potential of DSM capacities in the region. The questionnaire was developed to collect information on the DSM about the existing capacities, and the required amount of DSM for the flexible operation and potential future availability of these resources. Additional key information was collected about these resources, such as the characteristics, location, and network services obtained, as well as the influential market participants, to provide these resources in the network. A questionnaire was developed on DSM and distributed in late 2017. The responses were collected in January 2018 from 9 operators of 8 South-East European countries. This paper summarizes some of the key findings of these surveys.

II. OVERVIEW OF PAST DSM SURVEYS

A survey is usually conducted for a particular purpose and issued to a selected type of participant. The previous surveys have been conducted on DSM for different purposes.

A. Previous Surveys on Demand Side Management (DSM)

A theoretical overview of the DSM approaches, implementation and optimization techniques considering the residential customers are presented in [20]. This paper highlighted the issues of uncontrollability and inelasticity of demand in the residential sector. A DSM survey was performed to identify the possibility of shifting peak-load to off-peak periods at the residential customer level in Turkey [21]. This study suggested four generalized residential load profile for summer/winter, weekdays/weekends to design the home energy management system. The demand profiles of the controllable loads in selected residential households in the UK were identified in a survey [22]. The study found that the “time of use” of the peak load can be shifted to the valleys of the daily loading curves. The abovementioned studies considered the DSM procurement at residential customer levels only.

On the other hand, Ofgem (office of gas and electricity markets) conducted a DSM survey on the potential in, and interest of, GB industrial and commercial customers to participate in the DSM scheme [23]. The survey concentrates more on the regulatory and economic aspects than the consideration of the technical performance of the network, and is limited to GB customers only.

Nevertheless, there is no survey, to the best of our knowledge, on the DSM potential at the transmission network level of the South-East European countries, which will be needed to assess the flexibility of the operation of the regional transnational wholesale electricity market. Hence, this survey is undertaken to estimate the provision of potential flexibility, through the DSM resources, to facilitate the secure and economic operation of the South-East European interconnected transmission network.

III. DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT (DSM) SURVEY

This section discusses the organization of the DSM questionnaire and survey participants.

A. Organization of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was developed to identify the potential of DSM in the region. In total 10 questions were asked, as presented in Table I. The questions can be divided into the following five categories: 1) what is the existing DSM capacity, 2) how much DSM capacity is needed, 3) what is the amount of potential DSM, 4) who are the potential providers of DSM, and 5) what are the market mechanisms to obtain the DSM services.

B. Survey Participants

This survey was conducted as part of the CROSSBOW project and hence all utility partners of the CROSSBOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question No.</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Representing a transmission or distribution network operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Maximum and the minimum yearly demand in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>DSM capacity for flexible operation of the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Number of customers could potentially provide DSM and their DSM capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Top 5 customer categories in the network that have the largest DSM capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>Number of customers that have already signed DSM contract and their DSM capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>Approaches used to receive DSM support from customers and the corresponding DSM support received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>Number of customers provided DSM over the last 12 months and their DSM provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>Top 5 customer categories in the network that provided the largest DSM support over the last 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>Network services and capacity obtained from the DSM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consortium contributed to the survey. The questionnaire was distributed over November–December 2017 and the responses were collected in January 2018. All 9 TSOs and DSOs responded to the survey.

IV. RESULTS OF THE DSM SURVEY

This section presents the results of the DSM survey and analyzes the response of each question separately.

A. Q1: Representing a transmission or distribution network

This question identified the respondent and their working horizon. In total 8 respondents were from the TSO and 1 from the DSO.

B. Q2: Maximum and the minimum yearly demand in the network

The response to this question is shown in Fig. 1. The amount of maximum demand gives an indication of the size of the network. The maximum demand varies from 653 MW to 9,771 MW and minimum demand varies from 174 MW to 4,085 MW. Four countries among eight have maximum demand more than 6000 MW, two have less than 2000 MW, and the other two have in between 2000 and 6000 MW. Maximum demand occurs in all countries during the winter season (December – February) and minimum demand occurs in the summer season (May – July). Fig. 1 shows the variations in the amount of consumption in the region between maximum and minimum demand.

C. Q3: Required DSM capacity (MW) for flexible operation of the network

This question captured the TSO and DSO’s views on the requirement of the amount of DSM in their network. The responses are presented in Fig. 2. The amount of DSM requirement varies between 80 MW to 4263 MW. Six TSOs identified their DSM requirements as 100, 600, 4263, 80, 140, and 100 MW, which is 15%, 8%, 47%, 5%, 7% and 1.5% of their maximum demand (as in Q2), respectively.

The preferable time for DSM procurement in the network is shown in Fig. 3. The preferred periods of day for DSM procurement based on the number of responses are evening (n=6), and afternoon (n=4) followed by late night (n=3), and morning (n=2). It can be seen from Fig. 3 that weekdays (n=3) are more popular for DSM procurement than weekends (n=1), where n is the number of responses.

D. Q4: Number of customers that could potentially provide DSM and their DSM capacity (MW)

The numbers of potential customers that could participate in DSM and corresponding DSM capacity in the network is presented in Fig. 4. The number of customers varies from 0 to 15, and the amount of potential DSM capacity varies from 0 to 200 MW. The potential of DSM is very low compared to the maximum demand in the network, i.e., it is 1%, 1%, 3% 3%, 7%, and 8% of the maximum demand in respective networks (two TSOs did not respond to this question). This is notably lower (on average less than a half of required) than what TSO’s would actually like to have.

Fig. 1 DSM-Q2: maximum & minimum demand in different TSOs.

Fig. 2 DSM-Q3: total expected DSM capacity in the region.

Fig. 3 DSM-Q3: preferred time for DSM acquisition.

Fig. 4 DSM-Q4: potential DSM capacity.

Fig. 5 DSM-Q5: largest DSM providers in the region.
E. Q5: Categories of customers with the largest (based on their size) DSM capacity

The type of customers with the largest DSM capacity and their DSM potential in the network were identified in this question, see Fig. 5. It was found that DSM can be obtained from mining and quarrying (n=3), chemicals and allied industry (n=3), steel and primary metal industry (n=4), stone, clay, glass and concrete products (n=2), paper and allied products (n=2), and hydro pump (n=2), where n is the number of responses.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the highest amount of DSM can be obtained from steel and primary metal industries (59%), followed by mining and quarrying (12%), and stone, clay, glass and concrete products (8%). In total, 2,190 MW DSM can be obtained from the top 5 customer types.

F. Q6: Number of customers that have already signed DSM contract and their DSM capacity (MW)

Fig. 6 shows the response to this question, which is the amount of contracted DSM in the network. There are 4 TSOs who do not have any DSM contract yet with their customers. Four countries out of eight have a DSM contract with 50, 140, 240 and 1255 MW capacities, which are 7%, 1%, 7% and 14% of the maximum demand of those countries, respectively.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the number of customers varies from 1 to 37 and total contracted DSM capacity varies between 50 MW and 1255 MW. The DSM customers are connected to different voltage levels in the transmission networks including 20, 35, 110, 150, 220 and 400 kV.

G. Q7: Approaches used to receive DSM support from customers and the received DSM capacity (MW)

The market mechanisms to obtain DSM were identified in this question, as shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the highest amount of DSM is obtained from the hydro power plants (50%), followed by pre-agreed DSM contract (33%), and manual control by TSO (11%).

In terms of the DSM techniques and the number of TSOs, the market mechanism includes pre-agreed contract (n=2), automated control by TSO/DSO (n=1), manual control by TSO (n=1), and contract for tertiary control with hydro pump storage (n=1). Currently, four TSOs use these approaches and four TSOs did not take part in the DSM.

H. Q8: Number of customers provided DSM over the last 12 months and their DSM provision (MWH)

Fig. 8 shows the amount of DSM obtained over the last 12 months in the region. Only three out of nine participants responded to this question. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the amount of DSM obtained by different TSOs is in between 80 and 25,739 MWh. The number of customers varied between 1 and 23.

The survey also found the number of DSM events is in between 1 and 20, and total duration of the DSM is between 2 to 100 hours. The times for DSM provision were morning, afternoon and late night. It is worth noting that six out of nine TSOs had not received DSM support at all, and further two had very little, over the last 12 months.
I. Q9: Top 5 customer categories that provided the largest DSM support (based on their size) over the last 12 months

Fig. 9 presents the top customers (i.e. types of loads), who provided the highest amount of DSM services over the last 12 months. The categories of DSM providers are steel and primary metal industries (15,208 MWh), stone, clay, glass and concrete products (8,395 MWh), hydro pump (960 MWh) and chemicals and allied industry (942 MWh), which are 59%, 33%, 4%, and 4%, respectively, of the total obtained DSM over the last 12 months.

J. Q10: Network services and capacity obtained from the DSM

Fig. 10 presents the network services obtained from DSM during the year. These are peak load reduction (1105 MW), minimum load increase (40 MW), and ancillary (voltage, frequency) services (240 MW), which are 2.67%, 0.10%, and 0.58%, respectively, of the maximum regional demand. It suggests that the reduction of peak load is the most popular reason to obtain DSM.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a summary of the results of a survey on the estimation of the potential for demand side management. The survey was conducted, at this stage, for 8 South-East European countries to facilitate the operational flexibility of power networks by improving the cross-border management of variable renewable energies and storage units enabling a transnational wholesale market.

The survey was conducted to identify the following major aspects of the DSM in the region: 1) what is the existing DSM capacity, 2) how much DSM capacity is needed, 3) what are the potential providers/technologies for DSM, and 4) what network services could be provided by (or expected to obtain from) the DSM services.

The survey indicates that there is a lack of DSM facilities in the region relative to the total electricity generation capacity and consumption, and installed capacity of intermittent renewable energy. The region has a total 64 GW generation capacity, 34 GW peak loads, 12 GW (18% of the total installed capacity) intermittent renewable (wind and PV) generation capacity. The total intermittent renewable generation capacity in the region is 36% of the maximum demand. Hence, a high amount of flexibility resources (such as DSM) is required for such a system to facilitate the increased penetration of renewables.

The total DSM capacity in the region is 5% of the peak load. Four countries out of eight do not have DSM resource at transmission level. Four countries out of eight have a DSM contract with 50, 140, 240 and 1255 MW capacities, which are 7%, 1%, 7% and 14% of the peak load of those countries, respectively.

The required DSM capacities in different South-East European countries have been identified. Five participants identified their DSM requirements as 100, 600, 4263, 80 and 140 MW, which is 15%, 8%, 47%, 5%, and 7% of their peak load, respectively. This will increase the DSM to peak load ratio in the region from 5% to 20%.

The potential DSM providers in the region have been recognized. The prevalent DSM providers are identified as steel and primary metal industry, mining and quarrying, chemicals and allied industry, stone, clay, glass and concrete products, paper and allied products, and pumped hydro generation.

The network services, which the TSOs and DSO would like to obtain from DSM, have been identified. The network services obtained by DSM are peak load reduction, minimum load increase, and ancillary (voltage and frequency) services.

The main purpose of this survey was to identify the available capacity and potential for DSM in the region covered by the CROSSBOW countries. An extension of this survey to other TSOs in Europe and in the world will follow in the near future and it will provide more detailed information about current DSM practices and future plans for greater reliance on it for provision of network services.

This survey was deliberately high level and reasonably simple to ensure high response rate and such facilitate timely assessment of industrial state of the art in this area for project implementation.

The results of this survey are useful to broadly estimate the DSM potential in the South-East European countries in order to provide the flexibility of operation of existing and future power systems. Having this information, the electrical power network of the region can next be studied to facilitate cross-border power transfer and increase renewable energy penetration in the electricity grid, while ensuring the appropriate voltage and frequency profile and maximum benefit to the network.

A more comprehensive questionnaire though, with questions on, e.g., DSM implementation mechanisms, contracts with customers, entities involved in the DSM implementation process, DSM pricing etc. would be needed in order to develop specific framework for efficient DSM implementation. A questionnaire of this type will be developed and distributed in the future.
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